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1.0 _mODUC_ON:

Final Report

Operator Method Digital Optical Computers

DI$£U$510N Oi# ULTIMATE PEIGgORMANClg LIMITS OF DIGITAL OPTICAL COMPUT£JtS

Digital optical computer design has been focused primarily towards "parallel" implementatio_ as shown in Figure

I. As shown, these typical machines have two planes ofinpuu and one output plane. Input planes for the "A" and "B"

inputs have been implemented with various forms of spatial light modulators. Multichannel acousto-optic devices are

used primarily due to the device performance and availability. An example can be found in reference 2.

We refer to parallel in the strict sense of single point-to-point interconnection as shown in the figure. This type of

architecture is the simplest to implement in hardwaredue to the ability of lenses to simply image points on an input plane

to points on a second image and again simply image this binary product to an output detection plane.

In umn$ of expected performance, Figme 2 compares this type of architecture to currently developing VHSIC

systems. Using demonstrated muRichannel acousto optic devices, a figure of merit can be formulated. Here we focus

on a figure of merit termed "_ate Interconnect Bandwidth _cxtuct" or GIBP. This is equivalently the number of two

input gates connected together times their utifization per second. As can be seen in figure 2, for the multichannel acousto

optic device, the number of effective gates is calculated to be 16,384 or simply the total interconnect of two 32 x 512
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elements in each plane. The 32 comes f_m thenumber of channels and the 512 from thetime-bandwidth product or num-

berof resolution elements in each channel. Since these devices can be clocked at I00 MHz (or 10ns effective gate time)

then the total GIBP is calculated as 1.6x l0 n. We feel this represents a true measure of speed. VI-ISIC chips today may

exhibit in excess of 105gates/chip with clock speed approaching 10 ns (10' HZ). Thus one can achieve VHSIC perform-

ance at 10" GIBP. Once again algorithmic efficiency effects the total performance but from the simple GIBP compari-

son, one can see that parallel optical implementations of digital computers barely, if at all, competes with semiconductor

VHSIC devices with respect to GIBP.

Pmmi_ Optl©e:

DIGITAl. TECHNOLOGY
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Figure 2: Performance
comparison illustration
of Parallel Optical im-
plementation vs.
VHSIC.

Conventional thinking in the optical computing community has been to improve the input spatial light modulators

(SLMs). A great deal of work in this area includes the work at 1.) U. Colorado in the area of Ferrcxflectric Liquid

Crystals p_, 2.) AT&T Bell Labs in the area of quantum well SLMS [n_,3.) Texas Inslruments in the area of membrane

light modulator_ xa, and numy others. In all cases, the objectives are to produce devices which will ultimately allow

1000x 1000 pixel performance. Given that this someday is accomplished at equivalent clock speeds and greater, very

optimistically view 1 ns, then the ultimate limit of parallel optical digital computing systems can only reach a GIBP of

10n pet computer. 100 to 1000 VHSIC chips are required today to achieve the same computational complexity.

It is therefore our opinion that conventional B.aKa_ optical digital computer arclu'tecture demonstrates only

marginal competefiveness at best when compared to projected semiconductor implementations.
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2.0 THX OPPOIYUNITY OW GLOIIAL I/¢rgitco_

Optical computers howeva" are not limited to "parallel" interconnects. As shown in figure 3, every point at the Its-st

inputplanecanbe connectedtoevery point inthesecondinputplanewhich canbesubsequendyconnected to every point

in the output plane.

Light
Source

_'_"_ Inputs "B"

Outputs

Figure 3" Full global implementation of _ _z
optical interconnects for digital optical
computing.

This type of configuration is referred to as a "full global" interconnect.

Clearly several advantages can be seen. Global optical interconnects can cross optical paths and no cross talk will

be observed. This type of interconnect is clearly extremely difficult with semiconductor technology due to inductive and

capacitive cross talk problems especially at high clock rates. Another advantage is the ability to achieve extremely high

fan-in on the detectors. There ate no capacitive loading effects as seen in semiconductor technology. Extremely large

fan-in's ate projected fm'opacs (>1000:1), where as in semiconductor technology greater than 10 is difficult. Conse-

quently, global optical technology appears to be well suited for"wide word" processing. Thus the trade.off leans towards

larger multi-input gate_ and fewer gate delays.

The largest advantage to global interconnect is the large improvement potential in gate interconnect bandwidth as

can be seen in figure 4. Even with today's available and mature spatial light modulators like the one described earlier,

i.e. a 32 channel acousto optic device with a time bandwith product per channel of 512, at a 10ns clock rate the resul-

tant GIBP that can be achieved will approach 2.7 x 10_s! This, when competed tocurrent VHSIC technology, represents

over 3 orders of magnitude improvement over adense VHSIC chip configured at 100 MHZ. Another way of expressing
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Figure 4: Performance
comparison illuswation of

"full global" interconnect

implementation vs.
VHSIC

this imlxovement is to consider the optical system to be equivalent to 2700 VHSIC chips.

If1000xl000 elementspadallightmodulatorsateindeedeverdevelopedthatoperateat Ins, theGIBP potential

ofdigitalopdcalcomputers couldultimatelyapproach I02_or 7 ordersofmagnitude improvement potential.

3.0 THIEIO4ALAND Ol14riLIMrrS

Although theutilizationofglobalinterconnectsclearlyshows greatpotentialintermsofprojectedthroughput/com-

putecapability,opticalcomputing systemsofferinadditionthepotentialofextremelylow power dissipationascorn-

paredtosemiconductortechnology.

By usingcurrentopticaltechnology,i.e.acoustoopticdevicesand avalanchephotodiodearrays,photonbudgetsper

event can approach theoretical fimits. For example a I000 photon threshold represents 6xl0'kT at 300°K thereby

approaching within a factor of 00kT per photon per evenL Current semiconductor technology requires at best 2 orders

of magnitude andou average 4 orders of magnitude and at most 6 orders of magnitude more power per bit as can b¢ seen

on figure 5 compiled _ references 13-17.

Consider 1,(300 photons per event. To achieve the "theoretical" limit GIBP of 10_ significant optical power is

required. Specifically, 10a GIBP multiplied by 1,000 photons per event yields 10_ photons per second. A 1 wan, .81

/an source will deriver 4.075x10" photons per second. Therefore to achieve l0 _ photons per second without consid-

eration for losses in the system such as diffraction efficiency of the acousto optic devices, detector responsivity and

various other losses, a total power budget of 10_+4.075x 10 _' = 245,398 wa_ of power! The conclusion here is that we
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Photordc vs. Electronic

OR_G_Nr_LPAGE iS
OF POOR _)UALn"Y

do not feel that we will ever be able to fully exploit all the power in optical interconnects, i.e. ever obtain a GIBP of 102_!

So what is a reasonable performance projection? The data from figure 5 can be plotted as shown on figure 6 tided

GIBP versus power. Clearly the most competitive technology is that of GaAs. The GaAs technology boundary as shown

inthefigureallowsGaAs to havethemaximum allowableleverage.The lineisdrawnwiththeassumptionthatstandard

gatepropagationdelaysofI00pscanbeusedastheclockvalue,anassumptionrequiringa40GFIzbandwid_@ RT'Z

formalAs shownon tlmgraphitmay bepossibletoachieveapproximatelyI0TM GIBP withatapowerconsumptionof

21o3 _.

Notice that the optical device curve at 100 %efficiency is at least 3 orders of magnitude better. Our current proto-

type, tim IX)C -1(digital optical computer) is designed to operate at a G]BP ofaplxoximately 10x2and is shown accord-

ingly on the graph. For the moment ignore the of the Bragg cell power consumption (approximately 32 watts) and the

detector transimpedance amplifier / threshold circuitry (anolher 64 watts). Looking only at the photon budget require.

meat using TeO2 typical diffraction efficiencies (here a multiplicative efficiency of .32% is assumed), then the power

consumption of 50 mw is a/ready superior to GaAs technology. In addition, the substitution of GaP Bragg cells which
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decrea_{heinedT_iencym 12 % showsanopdcalpowerconsumptionon theorderofIrow.

Un[ocoma_y, one cmmo[ ignore the drive anddetection elec[ronics. So let us go back w the above question of what

isareasonableprojection.Itappearsfromthegraphforadigitalopticalcomputertobeclearlycompetitiveitmusthave

ataminimum thefollowingspecifications:GIBP > I0_s,gateefficiency> I%,and adrive/detectorpower consump-

tionoflessthan100W,

I. mW 11 mW O.[ W I W tO W 104 W 1+0 II_W t4 I_W

PowerCoasumptlou(W)

Figure6: GIBP vs.Powerconsumption. OR_G_H,_3.LPAGE IS
OF POOR QUALITY

4.0 AnalollGlobal:

The useof globs1in_aconnectsinanalogopticalcomputingisnotnewtothe field. For example,asearly as 1964,

A.B.Vande¢Lustinventedtheopticalcorrelatorasshown infigure 7.[ref.18]

Thesecondlem producestheFouriertransformoftheinputatthematchedf'dterplane.The operationofFourier

transformationisinandofitselfaglobalinterconnectoperationintwo dimensions.Forexampleiftheinputisapoint

source, the distribution in the Fourier plane is a plane wave. Thus the system globally broadcasts the light from the point

source to all points in the Fourier plane. Consequently, if the input is considered as an array of point sources, one can

clearly see how this system performs a "full global" interconnect.
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Aftra' multiplication with the matched filter the third lens again produces a Fourier transform. This time the

Fourier wansfonn of the product of the Fourier transform of the input times the matched filter is produced at the output.

This is commonly referred to as the correlation function. Clearly, this system can never be beat with digital electronics

because full global interconnects are use_ The question is how to utilize this "correlator" type architecture in the digital

regieme efficiently.

_f fcrcllc_

INPUT FTP

matched

filter t_i!i

otrrPUT

Figure 7: The analog Vander Lugt optical ccrrelator utilizes full global interconnects.

5.0 Quasi-dlgitah

Figure 8 shows a planar global interconnect between two linear spatial light modulators and the output plane.

If two digital words are placed respectively at the two input planes an interesting phenomenon occurs.

For example, in the figure 7 rJLme-bitwords A(al=2_ 3) and BCo_,b2,b_) are placed at the two input

m m

al b_
m

=--

.!i!i!!ii_il

ii',ii',i!

,/

alb 3 + a2b 2 + a3bl = C3

alb 1 + a2b 2 : c 2

alb I = c 1

Figure 8: Flash Digital Multiplication by Analog Convolution (DMAC) by utilizing full global intercon-
nect&
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planes as shown. NoOr_ that, with fuji global interconnects, five eq_mtions are produced as follows:

a3b 3 = C5

a2b 3 + a3b 2 = c 4

alb 3 , a2b 2 + a3b 1 = c 3

alb I . a2b 2 = c 2

alb 1 = C1

Notice that these five equations produce the same exact answer as the DMAC algorithm, (digital multiplication

by analogconvolution)asshownin figuze 8. Wedonotproposetopersuethispath. However, what is important is that

"full _lobal" interconnects_m'oclucesthe convolutionof the two vectorin_,t_. And it producesthis full convolutionin

oneclock cycle.

a1 a2 a3

bl b2 b_

t

alb_
I

,---, la2b i ',alb 1,

4- o

a2b _
!

4- J

aabll

4. I

aab:(
(m

(.

|

l

o, _ _ i

, C1 i_ C2 _, C] _ , _.,4 , I c$
m t t | |

Figure 9: Carrylea digilal multiplication by analog convolution algorithm

6.0 FuLlDigital:

Now the question becomes, what happens if instead of using the _tectors a summing nodes as in the quasi-digital

case above, we usethe detectorsasBoolean summingdevices, i.e. a thrcsholding device or an "or" gate. Another way

ofstatingthisquestionis whatdigitalprimitivesaterepresentedby digitalconvolutionwithadigitalthreshold?
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In fiSum 10, the outpuu are all placed onto a single detector. The detector is used as an "ORing" device which

produces either a one et zero to the output gate which subsequently inverts the result.

Mathmatically, the output can now be written as:

O

'a2bo +
albo + a2bl
aobo + albI
aobI + alb2
aob2

+

+ a2b 2
+

4-

Figure 10:. Full Global full d/gital with
single Boolean sum detector

Thiscanbe expressed, after algebraicgrouping as:

= bo(ao+a2+a2) + b1(ao+aI+ a2) + b2(ao+ at+a._
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This subsequently becomes:

= (bo + bI + bz)(ao + aI + a.z)

The critical key ro unckn'standingthe significance to the expression comes by applying DeMorgan's Law. DeMorgans's

law states:

X+ Y= Y'_

Consequently after application of DeMorgan's Law the output becomes:

= ggg +  a-;g

After output inversion by the output gate the final result can be wriaen as:
i

= bobxb2 + aoala2

If the inputs are driven with the inversions of the bits instead of the bits themselves then the output can be written :

= bobxb 2 + aoala 2

Consequently,fullglobalinterconnecteffectively producesthedigitallogicprimitiveoftwo N-bitwideAND gates

followedby theOR-invm operationasshown infigureII.

lf more than two SLMs are cascaded the number of N input AND gates feeding the OR gate grows as the number

of SLMs. As can be seen from figure 11, the global interconnect primitive is similar to the parallel interconnect primitive

as described in refeience 4 with the difference that the global interconnect primitive is far more powerful. The parallel

interconnect primitive is essential an array of 2 input AND gates followed by a multiple input OR gate. Here we have

UAH SUB 89-116 11



multiple input AND gatmcapability followed by 2 input OR (or more if more devices ace cascaded). Effectively we are

graduating from tim arbtnry selection of minterm functionals to the arbitrary selection of the sum of minterm

functionalL

Input
Word
"A w

Input
Word
"B"

1

ililiiiiiiIiii
iii!iiii i!i

Figure lh Full Global digital optical primitive for 2 level SLM cascade

7.0Conclusion:

Digitalopticalcomputingisbecominga verytoughcompetitortosemiconductortechnologysinceitcansupport

averyh/ghdegreeofthreedimensionalinterconnectdensityandhighdegreesofFan.lnwithoutcapacitiveloading

effectsatverylow powerconsumptionlevels.
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